Upon DSBs, the ATM PI3K kinase rapidly triggers the establishment of megabase-sized, H2AX-decorated chromatin domains which further act as seeds for the formation of DNA Damage Response (DDR) foci 1 . How these foci are rapidly assembled in order to establish a "repair-prone" environment within the nucleus is yet unclear. Topologically Associating Domains (TADs) are a key feature of 3D genome organization that regulate transcription and replication, but little is known about their contribution to DNA repair processes 2,3 . Here we found that TADs are functional units of the DDR, instrumental for the correct establishment of H2AX/53BP1 chromatin domains in a manner that involves one-sided cohesin-mediated loop extrusion on both sides of the DSB. We propose a model whereby H2AX-containing nucleosomes are rapidly phosphorylated as they actively pass by DSB-anchored cohesin. Our work highlights the critical impact of chromosome conformation in the maintenance of genome integrity and provides the first example of a chromatin modification established by loop extrusion.
(using human DIvA cells) 10 revealed that the spreading of these DDR foci components on nearby chromatin follows a highly stereotyped pattern (one example shown in Fig 1a) 5 . We hypothesized that such pattern could be governed by pre-existing high-order chromatin structure established prior to DSB induction. In order to relate the spreading of DDR foci components with chromosome conformation, we performed high-resolution 4C-seq experiments in undamaged human DIvA cells. As viewpoints we selected three genomic locations that are damaged in DIvA cells following activation of the AsiSI restriction enzyme as well as one undamaged control region. The chromatin conformation around these three viewpoints in normal (undamaged) condition was remarkably similar to the distribution of H2AX determined post DSB induction ( Fig. 1a-b, Fig. S1a ), suggesting that initial chromosome architecture dictates H2AX spreading and downstream events such as accumulation of MDC1, ubiquitin and 53BP1 following DSB. To prove that DDR domains do not spread into neighboring self-interacting domains, we focused on an AsiSI-induced DSB located on chr1, for which spreading of DDR foci components is profoundly asymmetrical (Fig.   1b , red signal). 4C-seq performed at two independent viewpoints separated by 470 kb revealed the existence of two adjacent self-interacting domains with a boundary corresponding to the abrupt drop in H2AX ( Fig. 1c , blue signal, TAD boundary is indicated by the dotted line). This strongly suggests that pre-existing chromatin domains, established before any damage occurs, constrain the spread of DDR foci. To generalize this finding, we performed Hi-C in undamaged DIvA cells. Strikingly, computed Topologically Associating Domains (TADs) boundaries coincided with a sharp decrease in H2AX signals ( Fig. 1d-e ). In agreement, H2AX, MDC1 and 53BP1 were significantly more enriched within the damaged TADs compared to neighboring TADs (Fig. S1b ), although spreading through boundaries was observed to some extent, in agreement with the rather moderate insulation properties of these domains and boundaries 11 . (-DSB) , the histone H1 and Ubiquitin (FK2) ChIP-seq log2 ratio in damaged versus undamaged condition (+DSB/-DSB) and the γH2AX, MDC1 and 53BP1 ChIP-seq signals after DSB induction (+DSB) as indicated. ChIP-seq data are smoothed using 50kb span, 4C-seq using a 10kb span. The AsiSI site is indicated by an arrow. (b) Genome browser screenshots representing the 4C-seq signal before DSB induction (-DSB) and the γH2AX ChIP-seq signal after DSB induction (+DSB) for different viewpoints localized at three AsiSI sites or a Control region. One representative experiment is shown. ChIP-seq and 4C-seq data are smoothed using a 50kb span. The AsiSI sites are indicated by arrows. (c) Genome browser screenshot representing the γH2AX ChIP-seq signal after DSB induction (+DSB) and the 4C-seq signal before DSB induction (-DSB) for two viewpoints localized at the AsiSI site or 470 kb upstream of the AsiSI site. Viewpoints are indicated by red arrows, the DSB by a black arrow. ChIP-seq and 4C-seq data are smoothed using 10 kb span. (d) Hi-C contact matrix of a region of the chromosome 1 in DIvA cells before DSB induction (top panel). γH2AX ChIP-seq after DSB induction, 4C-seq signal, insulation score and TAD borders before DSB induction are shown. (e) Average profile of γH2AX ChIP-seq after DSB induction centered on the closest TAD border to the 174 best-induced DSBs (damaged TAD on the right). (f) Genome browser screenshots representing the 4C-seq signal (smoothed using a 10 kb span) before DSB induction (-DSB) (in blue) using view points as indicated (red arrows). γH2AX ChIP-chip (log2 sample/input, smoothed using 500 probes span) after DSB induction with CRISPR/Cas9 (black arrows) are shown in red. To further investigate if TADs dictate H2AX spreading, we used the CRISPR/Cas9 system to induce a single DSB at two designed positions within the same TAD, and investigated both chromosome conformation and H2AX distribution. Cas9-induced DSB recapitulated the H2AX spreading observed when inducing a DSB at the same genomic location by AsiSI ( Fig.   S1c ), thus confirming that H2AX spreading is independent of the DSB induction method.
Moving the DSB to a further downstream position in the TAD triggered a change in the H2AX
profile that was notably similar to the 3D interaction pattern of this genomic region, yet it remained constrained within the same TAD ( Fig. 1f ). Altogether these data indicate that preexisting self-interacting domains facilitate and demarcate the formation of H2AX domains.
Given that H2AX is seeding further signaling events leading to the stable assembly of DDR foci and full checkpoint activation, this indicates that genome organization within TADs is critical for the response to DNA damage.
In order to gain more insights into the mechanism that mediates H2AX establishment on entire self-interacting domains, we further profiled ATM which is the main DDR kinase that catalyzes H2AX phosphorylation upon damage in DIvA cells 12 . Activated ATM (autophosphorylated on S1981) binding was restricted to the immediate vicinity of the DSB (< 5kb) in sharp contrast with the pattern observed for H2AX (see Fig. 2a for one example and Fig. 2b for the average profiles around the eighty best-induced DSBs). This indicates that H2AX phosphorylation is not mediated by the linear spreading of the kinase on entire TADs.
Proper TAD structure requires the active involvement of the ring-shaped cohesin protein complex 13, 14 , which was initially identified for its essential role in sister chromatid cohesion.
Of importance, strong evidence support a role of cohesin in the maintenance of genome integrity 15, 16 and cohesin accumulates at sites of damage, which may be in line with a role in sister chromatid cohesion during Homologous Recombination (HR) in S/G2 [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Yet, cohesin enrichment has been identified at DSBs throughout the cell cycle as well, which argues against an exclusive role for cohesin in HR 7, 16 . In order to get insights in the cohesin binding status at DSBs at high resolution, we performed calibrated ChIP-seq profiling of the SCC1 cohesin subunit, in both undamaged and damaged conditions. Notably, cohesin was enriched at sites of damage spanning 2-5kb around the DSB (Fig. 2c ).
Cohesin has been proposed to structure TADs by an active, ATP-dependent, loop extrusion mechanism [24] [25] [26] [27] . In this model, once loaded onto chromatin, cohesin leads to the formation and processive enlargement of DNA loops, eventually arresting at boundary elements. Increased cohesin around DSBs could thus indicate ongoing loop extrusion at site of damage. We hence set to analyze 3D genome organization by Hi-C before and after DSB induction in DIvA cells, focusing on cis interaction frequencies around DSBs. Interestingly, within the Hi-C map, a unique pattern of "stripes" emerges from both sides of the DSBs (Fig. 2d , white arrows). Single stripes were previously reported as the characteristic of one-sided loop extrusion, where localized cohesin loading or fixation allows a locus to act as a loop anchor with increased interaction with an entire neighboring domain [27] [28] [29] . Therefore, we performed Aggregate Plot Analysis (APA) to assess looping between the DSB position and neighboring anchors. Notably, the APA score increased following production of DSBs ( Fig. 2e ) indicating that the DSBs themselves displays loop anchoring properties.
We previously determined which repair pathway (i.e. Homologous Recombination (HR) or Non Homologous End Joining (NHEJ)) is preferentially utilized at each DSB induced by AsiSI in DIvA cells 30 . Importantly, an equivalent stripe pattern was observed at both DSBs repaired by HR or NHEJ (Fig. 2f ). In agreement, SCC1 accumulates on a 4 kb window around DSBs irrespective of the pathway used for repair ( Fig. 2g ). 6 Altogether these data suggest that cohesin accumulates at either side of a DSB, irrespective of the pathway used for repair, to induce a divergent one-sided loop extrusion towards (and thus increased contacts with) the surrounding regions on both sides of the break.
In order to further investigate DSB-anchored loop extrusion, we performed 4C-seq before and after DSBs induction, using viewpoints located at the exact positions of three DSBs induced in DIvA cells (same viewpoints as in Figure 1 ). Importantly, the overall TADs structure and boundaries were well maintained post DSB induction ( Fig. 3a, Fig. S2a ) indicating that chromosome conformation within TAD is not completely reshuffled upon damage induction on the genome. Yet, as expected from Hi-C data, we could detect increased interactions between viewpoints and surrounding loci post-DSB ( Fig. 3b, 3c, Fig. S2b ), which was not the case when using a control undamaged sequence as a viewpoint (Fig. 3c, Fig. S2b ). If DSB-anchored, cohesin-mediated loop extrusion is responsible for enhanced interaction frequency of the DSB with neighboring sequences post DSB induction, such behavior should be abolished following cohesin depletion. Indeed, depletion of SCC1 ( Fig. S2c-d ) strongly impaired the overall increase in contacts between the DSBs and its neighboring sequences in damaged TADs ( Fig.   3d -e). This data indicates that the ability of the DSB to contact neighboring loci within the damaged TAD is a proper DNA Damage Response and cannot solely be explained by the physical disruption of the DNA. Importantly, it depends on the cohesin complex, in agreement with a DSB-anchored loop extrusion mechanism.
In order to investigate whether cohesin depletion, which triggers decreased interaction between the DSB and its neighboring sequences, also results in impaired DDR foci establishment, we further compared H2AX spreading and the 4C-seq profile obtained in cells depleted for the SCC1 cohesin subunit 7 . Notably, H2AX spreading was impaired at genomic loci showing decreased cis contacts, compared to control, SCC1-proficient, cells ( Fig. 3f ).
Of interest, NIPBL, recently found to be necessary for loop extrusion 24, 25 , is recruited at laser induced damages in a manner that depends on DDR kinases 31 . We therefore assessed the consequences of pharmaceutical inhibition of the ATM kinase activity on the interaction frequency post-DSB. As expected from previous work 12 , ATM inhibition nearly abolished H2AX foci formation after DSBs (Fig. S2e) . Notably, upon ATM inhibition the ability of the DSB to engage in contacts with proximal sequences within damaged TADs was almost completely lost ( Fig. 3g-h) .
Taken together these data suggest that cohesin accumulation at DSB initiates the ATMdependent one-sided loop extrusion process at either side of the break that establishes the phosphorylation of H2AX, which will spread until loop extrusion reaches a boundary element (i.e. a TAD border).
We then set to address if the increased presence of cohesin at DSBs would impact the genomic overall distribution of this protein complex following break induction. Previous work indicated a genome-wide increase of cohesin, and reinforcement of TADs following exposure to irradiation 32, 33 . In agreement, we found that SCC1 enrichment was increased at cohesin-binding sites post-break induction, coinciding with an increased loop strength (Fig. 4a, top panel, compare black and grey arrows). This accumulation of SCC1 at cohesin binding sites was accompanied by a slight but significant decrease of SCC1 between cohesin peaks ("interpeaks" Fig. 4b ), which would be in agreement with altered cohesin properties, such as residence time and loop extrusion rate, following DSB. Of interest, DSB-induced SCC1 accrual at loop anchors was seen within undamaged TADs but was more pronounced within damaged TADs (Fig. 4c ).
Arnould et al, Figure 4 In agreement, Aggregate Peak Analysis (APA) showed that the strength of chromatin loops was significantly increased within TADs that experienced a DSB compared to undamaged TADs ( Fig. 4d, Fig. S3 ). Thus, our data indicate a generalized increase in SCC1 occupancy and loop strength throughout the genome after DSB production in a manner that is even more reinforced within the TADs subjected to DSB. The SMC1 and SMC3 cohesin subunits have been previously reported to be phosphorylated by ATM following DSBs induction 34 and these modifications are essential for cohesin reinforcement on the genome post irradiation 32 .
Interestingly, we found that phosphorylated SMC1 (pSMC1 S966) and SMC3 (pSMC3 S1083) accumulate on entire TADs around DSBs (Fig. 4e ). Altogether these data suggest that these DSB-induced, ATM-mediated cohesin modifications accumulating around DSBs, may regulate cohesin properties, such as loop extrusion velocity or chromatin unloading and translate into increased cohesin residence time at boundaries elements.
In summary, our work unambiguously shows that TADs are the template for the spreading of many DSB repair signaling events such as the phosphorylation of H2AX, the eviction of histone H1 and the accrual of 53BP1, MDC1 and ubiquitin, allowing a DSB signaling at the megabase scale. Our data are in agreement with a DSB-anchored cohesin-mediated loop extrusion model that would mediate H2AX phosphorylation (Fig. 4f ). In this model, cohesin rapidly accumulates on both sides of a DSB due to a boundary function of the break itself that would naturally impair loop extrusion, or due to de novo loading of the cohesin at sites of damage. Divergent one-sided loop extrusion hence takes place at the DSB, which in turn allows the locally-recruited ATM to phosphorylate H2AX containing nucleosomes as the chromatin fiber is pulled by the cohesin ring. Given that current estimates of cohesin-mediated loop extrusion suggest a rate of 0.5-2 kb per second in vitro 24, 25 , such a mechanism would allow a rapid way to assemble DDR foci, with the entire megabase-sized chromatin domain being modified in about 10-30 min, which 9 fits with the observed rate of H2AX foci assembly 9 . This model would be in agreement with the recent finding that in yeast, the ATM ortholog Tel1 mediates H2A phosphorylation in a manner that agrees with a 1D sliding model rather than a 3D diffusion model 35 . Moreover, our
data also indicate that the cohesin complex itself is modified by ATM which may alter the properties of cohesin such as loop extrusion velocity, its ability to go beyond boundary element or its capability to load onto/unload from chromatin.
Recent works support a key function of genome architecture, TADs borders and loop extrusion in genome stability, including immunoglobulin loci rearrangements 36, 37 and in DSB occurrence through topoisomerase reactions 38, 39 . Our study shows that genome architecture is also instrumental for the correct establishment of H2AX and DDR foci formation, expanding the function of genome organization within TADs to the response to DNA damage. We propose that ongoing loop extrusion provides an efficient and rapid way to signal a DSB and assemble a DDR focus, while boundary elements help constraining DDR signaling to DSB-surrounding, self-interacting chromatin domains. This creates a specific repair prone chromatin compartment, that displays modified dynamics properties, which may, for example reduce search time for DNA end rejoining and homology search, and/or concentrate repair factors.
assigning each read to a specific viewpoint based to its primer sequence into separate fastQ files. bwa mem was then used for mapping and samtools for sorting and indexing. A custom R script (https://github.com/bbcf/bbcfutils/blob/master/R/smoothData.R) 44 was used to build the coverage file in bedGraph format, to normalize using the average coverage and to exclude the nearest region from each viewpoint (viewpoint-containing restriction fragment and the two adjacent restriction fragments). Then the bedGraph file was converted in a BigWig file using bedGraphToBigWig program from UCSC.
ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip
For Fig. 1 sequencing on a Nextseq500 platform at the EMBL Genomics core facility (Heidelberg, Germany). First, SCC1 was aligned on the mouse genome (mm10) with bwa in order to only map the reads used as a reference for the normalization (spike-in). Remaining unmapped reads were re-converted into a fastQ file using bam2fastq and mapped to the human genome (hg19) using bwa. Samtools was used for sorting and indexing, and reads mapped to the mouse genome were used as a normalization factor, as in 45 and using the following formula.
where is the total number of reads mapped in ES Input (Mouse) and the total number of reads in DIvA Input. and were respectively the number of reads from immunoprecipitated samples mapped on the mm10 genome and hg19 genome.
For the ChIP-chip experiments, the immunoprecipited samples of γH2AX, SMC1 (pSMC1 S966) or SMC3 (p-SMC3 S1083) and input samples were amplified as in 10 , labeled, and hybridized on Affymetrix tiling arrays covering human chromosomes 1 and 6 (at the Genotoul GeT-biopuces facility (Toulouse, France), or the EMBL genomic core platform). Scanned array data were normalized using Tiling Affymetrix Software (TAS) (quantile normalization, scale set to 500) and analyzed as described in 10, 12 and converted to .wig files using R/Bioconductor software, when necessary, for visualization using the Integrated Genome Browser (bioviz.org).
Hi-C, 4C-seq and ChIP-seq analyses
Hi-C heatmaps. Hi-C heatmaps screenshots were generated using Juicebox stand-alone program (https://github.com/aidenlab/Juicebox/wiki/Download). To build the average heatmaps, sub-matrix for cis interactions around DSBs were extracted using Juicer. Log2(ratio) after vs before DSB were computed, using both Hi-C replicates, and averaged for each bin of the final matrix.
Insulation score and TAD calling. Insulation score was computed using Hi-C matrices at 50 kb resolution with matrix2insulation.pl (https://github.com/dekkerlab/crane-nature-2015). As parameters, we used is=800000 and ids=100000. TADs were called using Hi-C matrices at 50 kb resolution with TopDom R package and window size parameter of 10 (https://github.com/HenrikBengtsson/TopDom). In order to filter out very weak TAD borders (corresponding to sub-TAD borders), we filtered TAD borders with an insulation score below a threshold of -0.05. pixels) was computed. APA heatmaps were reprocessed using ggplot2 in order to display counts at the same color scale between -DSB and +DSB conditions. For Fig. 4d , APA were generated for loops filtered on their size (<200kb) and around the best 80 cleaved DSBs. Loop strength was extracted from APA files enhancement.txt corresponding to enrichment fold-change (Peak 20 to Mean, P2M). Differential loop strength was the log-ratio of two condition loop strengths (+DSB/-DSB).
SCC1 ChIP-seq analyses. For Fig. 4b , peaks were identified using MACS2 program with callpeak algorithm, with default setting, using Input as control and the SCC1 ChIP-seq data before break induction as sample. Before breaks, 46184 peaks were identified, with a median and a mean size of 628 and 742 respectively. An equivalent number of cohesin unbound loci were picked in the inter-peak fragment, with an equivalent size distribution.
4C-seq. For differential analyses of the 4C-seq data, the log2 ratio between two bam files was computed using bamCompare from deeptools, with the parameters --binSize=50 and --operation=log2. Each boxplot represents the mean of the 4C-seq ratio on 1 MB around each viewpoint.
Data Availability: High throughput sequencing data have been deposited to Array Express under accession number E-MTAB-XXX. Other data and source codes are available upon request. 
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